Schedule

Morning Session: 10:00-13:00, Room 116, First Floor, Main Building, SOAS

Chair and Comment:
Janet E Hunter, London School of Economic & Political Science

Meiji Japan as a Mission Field for Middle Eastern Muslims
Ulrich Brandenburg, University of Zurich

Seeking for Medical Education in Meiji Japan: Overseas Japanese Female Students and the American Medical Missions
Hiro Fujimoto, Harvard-Yenching Institute and The University of Tokyo

From Whales to Wars: Tracking a Meiji-era Reporter around the Globe
Catherine Phipps, University of Memphis

Lunch: 13:00-14:00

Afternoon Session: 14:00-17:00 Room 116, First Floor, Main Building, SOAS

Chair and Comment:
Barak Kushner, (Cambridge University)

Excluding the Chinese, Bounding the Nation: The Role of China in Meiji Japan’s Quest for Modern Statehood
Eric Han, College of William and Mary

Meiji Restoration Vacation: Historical Tourism in Contemporary Kyoto
Jennifer Prough, Valparaiso University

Smithian Rhetoric, Listian Practice? The Matsukata 'Retrenchment,' 1881-1885
Steven Ericson, Dartmouth College